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AIR FORCE DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARD DECISIONAL RATIONALE
CASE NUMBER

FD'.2002-0524


GENERAL: The applicant appeals for upgrade of discharge to honorable.

The applicant was offered a personal appearance before the Discharge Review Board but declined to exercise this right.	_
The attached brief contains available pertinent data on the applicant and the factors leading to the discharge.

FINDINGS:  Upgrade of discharge is denied.

The Board finds the applicant submitted no issues contesting the equity or propriety of the discharge, and after a thorough review of the record, the Board was unable to identify any.

Issues. Applicant was discharged for a pattern of misconduct. Pursuant to her guilty pleas, member was convicted at Special Court Martial for conspiring with a civilian to commit larceny of about $2200.00 from various retail stores, ten specifications of stealing money  from various stores, three specifications of stealing merchandize from various stores, and making a false official statement. She was sentenced to a reduction of two pay grades, forfeitures, and 30 days restriction. At the time of the administrative discharge processing, applicant consulted counsel but waived her right to submit a statement in her own behalf. The records also disclosed member had been diagnosed with an adjustment disorder with depressed mood and a borderline personality disorder. The Board noted member repeatedly committed very serious acts of misconduct that had a tendency to bring discredit to the armed forces in the eyes of the surrounding civilian community and for which she could have received a punitive discharge. Member was over age 20 when her offenses occurred, essentially the same age as other airmen who complete their terms of service honorably with no such record of criminal behavior. There was no evidence she did not know right from wrong, so she was responsible for her actions and properly held accountable for them. No inequity or impropriety was found in this discharge in the course of the records review.


CONCLUSIONS: The Discharge Review Board concludes that the discharge was consistent with the procedural and substantive requirements of the discharge regulation and was within the discretion of the discharge authority and that the applicant was provided full administrative due process.

In view of the foregoing findings the board further concludes that there exists no legal or equitable basis for upgrade of discharge, thus the applicant's discharge should not be changed.

Attachment: Examiner's Brief


